IACG – MEET 2019
Model Question Paper
Duration: 3 Hrs
Section I: ENGLISH:

Max Marks: 100
Total Marks : (4x5=20 Marks)

[a] Select the word which means the same as the given words (SYNONYMS)
1. CONTINUOUS
(1) Intermittent (2) Adjacent (3) Uninterrupted (4) Contiguous
2. VERIFY
(1) Disclose (2) Confirm (3) Refute (4) Unite
3. PASSIVE
(1) Inactive (2) Emotional (3) Lively (4) Woeful
4. RATIONAL
(1) Deliberate (2) Invalid (3) Prompt (4) Sound
5. ATTRIBUTE
(1) Quality (2) Penalty (3) Speech (4) Admission
[b] Select the word which means the opposite of the given words: (ANTONYMS)
1. UNIFORM
(1) Slovenly (2) Dissembling (3) Diverse (4) Bizarre
2. FALLACY
(1) Truth (2) Blessing (3) Weakness (4) Fable
3. SUBSEQUENT
(1) Necessary (2) Insignificant (3) Primary (4) Previous
4. DISPERSE
(1) Gather (2) Agree (3) Praise (4) Satisfy
5. PACIFY
(1) Complicate (2) Dismiss (3) Excite (4) Atomize
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[C] In each of the following, an idiomatic phrase is given followed by four alternatives.
Choose the alternative that best expresses the meaning of the expression.
1. Pillar to post……………..
(1) very tiresome journey (2) one place to another
(3) main support of a building (4) clumsy looking objects
2. To bell the cat…………….
(1) to take lead in danger (2) to tie bell to cats neck
(3) to be alert of the enemy (4) to make noise
3. To chew the cud………
(1) to be very annoyed (2) to think deeply
(3) to eat natural food (4) to start doing something new
4. The lions share……….
(1) the stranger one (2) the smaller part (3) the worthy part (4) the larger part
5. Between the devil and the deep sea…………………
(1) to be in a dilemma (2) lobe angry in a temper
(3) to choose correctly (4) to live dangerously
[d] Select the most appropriate option to solve the Aptitude from the given alternatives.

1.Choose the word which is least like the others word in a group?
(1)Mechanic (2)Engineer (3) Mason (4) Blacksmith
2. Today is Wednesday, What will be the day after 94 days?
(1) Monday (2) Wednesday (3) Friday (4) Sunday
3. If 72 x 96 = 6927, 58 x 87 = 7885, then 79 x 86 = ?
(1) 7689 (2) 8976 (3) 6897 (4) 6978
4. Arrange the words given below in a meaningful sequence.
(1) Key (2) Door (3) Lock (4) Room (5) Switch on
(1) 5, 1, 2, 4, 3 (2) 4, 2, 1, 5, 3 (3) 1, 3, 2, 4, 5 (4) 1, 2, 3, 5, 4
5. A man is 24 years older than his son. In two years, his age will be twice the age of his
son. The present age of his son is:

(1) 14 years (2) 18 years (3) 20 years (4) 22 years
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Section – II : DESIGN APTITUDE:

Marks: 20 Marks : (5X4=20 Marks)
(Lateral Thinking)

Describe each of the following objects creatively. This means that you must explain the
object in a fun and interesting manner without using standard definitions (no marks will be
awarded for standard definitions)
1. Spectacles, 2. Comb, 3. Socks, 4. Slippers, 5. Belt

Section –III : GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

Total Marks: (20x1=20 Marks)

Fill in the blanks below:
1. Pablo Picasso was an accomplished ____________________.
2. Lucknow is known for ____________________.
3. Pt. Ravi Shankar played the ____________________.
4. The full form of CMYK in the “CMYK Model” is ___________________________
5. ____________________ founded Apple Inc.
6.Lata Mangeshkar is belongs to
(a)Singing (b)Actress (c)Sports (d)None of These
7. who was the first nobel prize winner in india
(a)C. V. Raman (b)Rabindranath Tagore (c)Amartya Sen (d) None of These
8. In which subject was the Nobel Prize awarded to C. V. Raman
(a)Peace (b)Economic studies (c)Physics (d)Chemistry
9. What is Dayananda Saraswati’s mother’s name?
(a)Yashodabai (b)Sharada Devi (c)Padmaja (d)None of These
10. Who gave this slogan “Tum Mujhe Khoon do Main tumhe azadi dunga”?
(a)Mahatma Gandhi (b)Lal Bahadur Shastri (c) Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose
(d)None of These
11. Which is the largest continent?
(a)Australia (b)Europe (c)Asia (d)None of These
12. Where is the World Health Organization (WHO)?
(a)Geneva (b)Tokyo (c)Beijing (d)New York
13. What is capital of Japan
(a) Kathmandu (b) Tokyo (c) Moscow (d) Canberra
14. What is India’s literacy rate
(a) 74.04%. (b) 83.91% (c)93.92% (d) 63.82%
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15. What is the Boiling Point of Water?
(a) 0 C (b) 4 c (c) 100 C (d) None of these
16. What is the chemical formula for carbon dioxide
(a) CO2 (b) CH4 (c) C2O3 (d) None of these
17.what is the chemical formula for oxygen
(a) O4 (b) O3 (c) O2 (d) None of these
18. What is sun mainly made By
(a)Methen (b) ethen (c) hydrogen (d)oxygen
19. Sphere of radius is nucleus
(a)10-14 m (b)30-14 m (c)20-15 m (d)13-14 m
20. What is total energy of an-electron in any-atom
(a)positive (b)zero (c)negative (d)None of these

Section IV - VISUALIZATION (DRAWING)

Total Marks: ( 4x10=40 Marks)

Instruction for all the questions:
(don’t spend more than 30 mins for a single question , no coloring required , draw
everything in 7′ x 7′ box – attempt any 4 questions from the below )
1. You are the vegetable Vendor, draw the view you can see from his point of view.
2. Design a cake for a person who loves these 4 elements (Alcohol, Cigarette, Car and
Camera)
3. Design a bed sheet taking inspiration from any art movement.
4. Design a lamp inspired from POP art.
5. Design the logo of a company which produces BOW and ARROWS.
6. Design a mouse for a physically challenged person having only 3 fingers.
7. You are a bird and you are about to reach your nest . Draw the view in perspective.
8. Design the new logo of an NGO which helps poor people ,in educating the children.
9. Imagine that you are a mosquito sitting on the tube light of a room . Draw what you
see.
10. Enlarge a door handle 150 times a show a new use .
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